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CLM5 has a lot of free parameters…
82 and counting

    'cn_s1'
    'Cn_s2’
    'grperc'
    'minpsi_hr'
    'mbbopt'
    'ekn_active'
    'denitrif_respiration_coefficient'
    'denitrif_respiration_exponent'
    'pot_hmn_ign_counts_alpha'
    'baseflow_scalar'
    'upplim_destruct_metamorph'
    'Rootprof_beta'
    'k_nitr_max'
    'FUN_fracfixers'
    'slatop'
    'leafcn'
    'Froot_leaf'
    'r_mort'



An optimization strategy
Step 1: Make a hypercube Latin hypercube sample
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Quite bad model

Slightly better model



An optimization strategy
Step 2: make an emulator Latin hypercube sample
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This would be an 
*awesome* place 
for your model



Making an emulator:
1 - Do an EOF analysis on the output

Model 1

Tropical broadleaf 
Deciduous GPP map

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4
etc
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Parameter value
Another parameter value

Neurons EOF coefficient 
prediction
Productive 

congo

Productive 
amazon

Productive 
indonesia

Predicted Tropical 
broadleaf Deciduous 

GPP map

Making an emulator:
2 - make a neural network



Making an emulator:
3 - train your neurons Latin hypercube sample
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Training points

Validation/test 
points



PFT-level predicted 
patterns

Combined by area 
weightings to 
give total 

predicted gpp

Subtract from 
observations and 
calculate RMSE 

for gpp

(repeat for other 
stuff) 

Tropical 
broadleaf 

Tropical 
Needleaf 

C3 grasses 

Etc. etc.



So how did we do?



The optimum is predicted 
to do quite well...



But... Broadleaf Deciduous Tropical Tree 
(TLAI, 2000 spinup)

Quite Leafy Very 
Leafy

Dead



Strategies…
1 - PFT-level 
“please don’t be 
dead” metrics Err

or

TLAIObserved
value

0

RMSE

log((x+e)/(o+e))2



2 - There were no 
satellites in 1850

Broadleaf Deciduous Tropical Tree TLAI 
2000 spinup 1850 spinup

QUite Leafy Very 
Leafy

Dead



Strategies…
2 - Run 1850 ensemble, requiring 
alive PFTs in past

2000
Optimize to 

modis products

1850…
We’re fairly sure 
that there were 
*some* trees



C4 Grass
C3 Grass
Broadleaf Deciduous Tropical Tree
Broadleaf Evergreen Tropical Tree

3... (please don’t be 3)
Parameter interactions



3.  PFT responses are assumed to be 
independent of other PFT parameters



3.  But what if that’s wrong?

N pools
Soil moisture

This doesn’t 
help us anymore



We probably *CAN’T* make an 84 
dimensional Latin Hypercube

    'cn_s1'
    'Cn_s2’
    'grperc'
    'minpsi_hr'
    'mbbopt'
    'ekn_active'
    'denitrif_respiration_coefficient'
    'denitrif_respiration_exponent'
    'pot_hmn_ign_counts_alpha'
    'baseflow_scalar'
    'upplim_destruct_metamorph'
    'Rootprof_beta'
    'k_nitr_max'
    'FUN_fracfixers'
    'slatop'
    'leafcn'
    'Froot_leaf'
    'r_mort'



But... maybe we can 
make sub-spaces of 
relevant parameters
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Optimization for boreal 
evergreen tree:



Where next?
● CLM emulation, and optimization works 

well when pfts are perturbed together
● Dead tree problem: try 1850 ensemble, 

aggressive PFT level metrics which 
disfavor entirely dead points

● *IF* that doesn’t work - investigate 
cross-pft interactions and integrate 
into optimization


